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Scheduled Skyline Formation
G. Thailambal and J. Saranya
Abstract--- The skyline query is frequently used to find
a set of dominating data called skyline groups dataset. In
high-dimensional space skyline groups. We introduce a
novel metric algorithm techniques called skyline frequency
on output compression, input prune, and search space prune



(OSM).
2.1 Input Pruning
Input pruning significantly reduces size of n.
If a tuple is dominated by >= k tuples, it can be

to address the problem. For search space pruning, we

discarded for unique skyline vector calculation.

identified a number of anti-monotonic properties to

2.2 Output Pruning

efficiently remove non-skyline groups. we develop dynamic
programming and iterative algorithms for skyline group
search. These algorithms achieve orders of magnitude

Multiple groups with the same score Observed in MAX
and MIN but rare in SUM objects that are not qualified as
query results.

performance gain over the baseline method.
In this phase, we propose spatial and/or probabilistic
Keywords--- Pruning, Tuples, Compression

pruning methods to significantly reduce the searchspace.
Finally, for each remaining candidate that cannot be pruned,
the refinement phase checks Inequality by computing the

I. INTRODUCTION

actual probability and reports the qualified objects.

The application requires groups of objects and collective
capability of a group is model as the comprehensive of the

III. POST PROCESSING

analogous tuples. Objective is to select panel attaining well-

Search Space Pruning

built aggregate.

The main drawback of Apriori is the

generation of large number of candidate sets. The efficiency

This step is necessary for finding all skyline groups
from unique skyline vectors

of apriori can be improved by Monotonicity, hash base
performance,

Partioning

methods.

The

bottom-up

Min

algorithm computes the skyline probabilities of some

It is sufficient to find all input tuples which are equal to

selected instances of uncertain objects. The top-down

or dominate skyline vector and then find k-tuple

algorithm recursively partition the instance of undecided

combination of these time complexity O(n).

items into subsets, and prunes subset and items

Max

II. PRUNING TECHNIQUES
We arbitrarily order tuples as D = {t1, t2, …, tn} and
call k-tuple skyline as 𝑆𝑘𝑦𝑘𝑛. From above observation, if G
ϵ 𝑆𝑘𝑦𝑘𝑛 and tn ϵ G, then G\{tn} ϵ 𝑆𝑘𝑦𝑘−1 𝑛−1.

The problem is NP hard. But simple brute-force is
practically -efficient because of small input size.

IV. TUPLES
A tuple is a information that has a definite number and

We increase a active encoding base algorithm based on

series of elements. The tuple as a data typeare for passing a

this property and name it Order Specific Property Method

string of parameters from one program to another, and
representing a set of value attributes in a relational list. In
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tuples can be nested within other tuples within parenthesis .
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Tuples can contain a combination of other data types. The

LEFT OUTER JOIN -This join returns all the rows

above example is at times referred to because a 4-tuple, it

from the left table in conjunction with the matching rows

contains

from the right table. If there are no columns matching in the

four

values.

An

n-tuple

be

single

with

indeterminate or unspecified number of values.

right table, it returns NULL values.

A tuple is analogous to a record in non relational

FULL OUTER JOIN -This join combines left outer

databases. The term originated as an abstraction of the

join and right outer join. It returns row from either table

sequence: single, in two, n-tuple. Tuple is used in

when the conditions.

conceptual arithmetic to denote a multidimensional direct
system.

CROSS JOIN- This join is a Cartesian join that does
not necessitate any condition to join. The result set contains

V. SQL SEARCH TECHNIQUES
SQL statements can be used to retrieve data from the
any database. For better performance we need to use best,

records that are multiplication of record number from both
the tables.

VII. PROPOSED SYSTEM

faster and efficient queries. So SQL query tuning based on

The Proposed system answering skyline queries

the business and user requirements is needed. This paper

accurately and efficiently over uncertain data has developed

covers how these SQL queries can be optimized for better

into increase. In this paper, the probabilistic skyline query

performance. This paper does not focus on in- depth

on uncertain data propose effective pruning methods to

analysis of database but simple query tuning which can be

reduce the search space of query processing. Motivated by

applied to gain immediate performance gain.

this, in this paper, we propose effective pruning methods to

Query optimization is an important skill for SQL

facilitate answering MPRS and BPRS queries competently.

developers and database administrators (DBAs). In order to

Moreover, we further improve the query performance via

improve the performance of SQL queries, developers and

pre-computation techniques.

DBAs need to understand the query optimizer and the
techniques it uses to select an access path and prepare a

VIII. CONCLUSION
The implementation of the techniques like pruning and

query execution plan.

searching space provides a great desirable throughput of
Query optimization has a very big impact on the

space. It gives results in gain based in memory space.

performance of a DBMS and it continuously evolves with
new, more sophisticated optimization strategies. The
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